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The black sheep of all architectural drawing has got to be technical drawing. Everybody loves drawing perspectives, sketches — you know the creative, interesting and expressive part of architectural drawing. But what about the aspects of drawing: the technical, logical, rational part? It might not be as sexy as freehand drawing, but it is just as important. If you don’t know proper technical drawing skills it will show in your work; your perspectives will look “less smart” and badly proportioned and your designs will lack consistency. So in order to make technical drawings look less cold and mo Concept drawings or sketches are drawings, often freehand, that are used as a quick and simple way of exploring initial ideas for designs. They are not intended to be accurate or definitive, merely a way of investigating and communicating design principles and aesthetic concepts. For more information see: Concept drawing. [edit] Construction drawings/working drawings. They may then be used to develop and communicate the brief, investigate potential sites and assess options, develop the approved idea into a coherent and co-ordinated design, and so on. For more information see: Design drawings. [edit] Detail drawings.